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[FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE] 

 

Leading ASEAN Players and PGM Maybank ADT Event Champion 

Book Tickets to Maybank Championship  

 

Winner and five regional stars from the PGM Maybank ADT Championship 

score qualifying slots at upcoming Maybank Championship 

 

KUALA LUMPUR – 30 NOVEMBER 2019: Six golden tickets were handed out today to 

some of the region’s leading golfers, who have received entry into the upcoming 

Maybank Championship. 

 

This year marked the first time that the PGM Maybank ADT Championship, co-sanctioned 

by the Professional Golf of Malaysia (PGM) Tour and the Asian Development Tour (ADT), 

served as the qualifying event for the ASEAN category spots for the lucrative Maybank 

Championship. The deserving players were offered coveted spots at the Asian Tour and 

European Tour co-sanctioned tournament after finishing as the top five ASEAN players as 

well as the winner at the PGM Maybank ADT Championship, held from 27 to 30 November 

2019.  

 

The six places have been handed to the outright winner of the tournament, Thailand’s 

Nirun Sae-Ueng, and five players from the ASEAN region; namely, Atiruj 

Winaicharoenchai and Suttijet Kooratanapisan from Thailand, Singaporeans Choo Tze 

Huang and Quincy Quek, and Indonesia’s George Gandranata. 

 

“I didn’t expect to win but I am very happy that I did,” said the 24-year-old Nirun, who 

also won the PGM Sabah ADT Masters in 2017. “I came here with one mission – to qualify 

for the upcoming Maybank Championship, so to get that and finish on top today was 

amazing. It has always been a dream of mine to play at the Maybank Championship.” 

 

With a US$3 million purse, the Maybank Championship is now the biggest and most 

lucrative golf tournament in ASEAN, whose past winners include Australians Marcus 

Fraser (2016) and Scott Hend (2019), Paraguay’s Fabrizio Zanotti (2017) and Asian Tour 

Order of Merit champion Shubhankar Sharma (2018). 
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The ASEAN category, introduced in 2017 as part of Maybank’s initiatives and efforts to 

elevate regional talent, provides a platform for the players to take their game to a new 

level, whilst giving them a chance to pit their skills against some of the world’s best.  

 

"We want to make the ASEAN dream a reality, both on and off the fairways," said Datuk 

Abdul Farid Alias, Group President and CEO of Maybank.  

 

“By reserving spots for the five ASEAN players at the upcoming Maybank Championship, 

we not only recognise deserving talent, but also encourage a thriving and competitive 

ASEAN golfing landscape that will grow into a global stage. Together with support from 

the Tours, we hope to nurture a league of champions for this generation and those to 

come.” 

 

“We also want to recognize the winner of the PGM Maybank ADT Championship and 

provide him the platform to accelerate to the next level in his career,” added Datuk 

Abdul Farid. 

 

Asian Tour Commissioner and Chief Executive Officer Cho Minn Thant applauded 

Maybank’s continued support of the development of golf in the region, and in particular 

Malaysia. 

 

“I would like to thank Maybank for their unwavering support in growing the game of golf 

in the region – not only this season, but over the years," he said.  “The ADT itself has 

proven to be a great platform for budding golfers to hone their skills and work their way 

onto the Asian Tour proper, and now the Maybank Championship which is co-sanctioned 

with the European Tour. 

 

“The PGM Maybank ADT Championship is a great occasion for ASEAN players and all the 

other ADT hopefuls to try and compete in the Maybank Championship, which is one of 

the most celebrated events on the Asian Tour,” added Cho. 

 

He said that players who had previously competed in the Maybank Championship under 

the ASEAN umbrella proved to be no pushovers. Indeed, Angelo Que of the Philippines 

and Indonesia's Danny Masrin did a good job to impress earlier this year. They were tied-

25th and joint-36th respectively in the tournament in March.  
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### 

 

PGM Maybank ADT Championship 2019 

 

Leading Scores 

273 *Nirun Sae-Ueng, Gavin Green 

275 Atiruj Winaicharoenchai 

276 Amir Nazrin 

278 Ryuichi Oiwa, Seung Park, Matt Killen. Suttijet Kooratanapisan 

279 Sarit Suwannarut 

282 Oscar Zetterwall, Wolmer Murillo 

283 Choo Tze Huang, Ben Leong 

284 Shinichi Mizuno 

285 George Gandranata, Adam Blyth 

286 Sorachut Hansapiban, Amarin Kraivixien 

287 Khor Kheng Hwai, Aman Raj, Nicholas Fung, Quincy Quek, Joshua Andrew 

Wirawan. 

Note: * Won at first playoff hole. 
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About Maybank – Humanising Financial Services  

Maybank is among Asia's leading banking groups and Southeast Asia’s fourth largest bank by 

assets. The Maybank Group has global presence covering Malaysia, Singapore, Indonesia, 

Philippines, Brunei Darussalam, Vietnam, Cambodia, Thailand, People's Republic of China, 

Uzbekistan, Myanmar, Laos, Pakistan, India, Saudi Arabia, Great Britain and the United States of 

America. The Group offers an extensive range of products and services, which includes consumer 

and corporate banking, investment banking, Islamic banking, stock broking, insurance and takaful 

and asset management. It has over 43,000 employees worldwide. (www.maybank.com) 

  

About Asian Development Tour 

The Asian Development Tour was launched in 2010 with the aim of creating a career pathway for 

professional golfers in Asia. Sanctioned by the Asian Tour, the Asian Development Tour will 

ultimately create a new playing platform for emerging stars from across Asia and around the 

world. Through the Asian Tour Qualifying School, players will qualify for the Asian Development 

Tour and enjoy the opportunity to hone their games and talent through a secondary circuit in 

Asia. Designed in the same structure as the Web.com Tour in America and European Challenge 

Tour, the Asian Development Tour is a stepping stone to the Asian Tour and the exciting world of 

international golf. The Asian Development Tour has been structured to ensure the best 

opportunities for its members. The leading seven players on the Asian Development Tour will 

earn coveted Asian Tour cards for the following season, ensuring a proper career pathway for 

aspiring professionals. All ADT events receive Official World Golf Ranking points. The winner of 

each ADT event will receive at least six OWGR points while the top six players and ties will also 

earn points based on a sliding scale. 

  

 

http://www.maybank.com/

